Posttranslational regulation of p53 tumor suppressor protein function.
Alteration of the p53 gene by deletion and mutation is the most common denominator yet identified among human cancers (Hollstein et al., 1991; Caron de Fromental and Soussi, 1992). The involvement of the p53 gene in such a broad scope of human cancers warrants further investigation into its mechanism of action in regulating cell growth. The wild-type p53 protein restricts cell growth in the G1 phase of the cell cycle by regulating the transcription of genes and possibly, by influencing DNA replication. Elucidating the cell growth restriction of p53 will require identification and characterization of the genes whose expression is regulated by p53 and the proteins that interact with p53 to regulate its DNA-binding and transactivation functions. A model for the regulation of p53 biochemical function is proposed that extends further and builds on the conformational hypothesis for regulation of p53 function hypothesized by Milner (1991) and Ullrich et al. (1992a). The conformational hypothesis of regulation of p53 function states that the conformation of p53 determines whether it expresses growth-suppressing or growth-promoting biological activity. Mutations observed in human cancer lock p53 in a growth-promoting conformation. We expand the conformational hypothesis in a regulatory model that includes binding proteins, kinases/phosphatases, redox modifier proteins, and homo/hetero-oligomerization, which modulate the tertiary structure of the protein. Different conformational modes of p53 interact differently with initiation complexes at gene promoters and at origins of DNA replication. Each form of p53, depending on its interaction with proteins and gene transcription-initiation complexes, will mediate distinct biological effects on cells ranging from growth suppression to growth promotion. Furthermore, depending on its conformational state, p53 can repress or activate other transcription factors thus indirectly affecting gene regulation. We propose that each cell and tissue type expresses unique quantities and types of p53-binding proteins and modifying enzymes that regulate the interaction of p53 with promoters of genes necessary for control of growth of a specific cell or tissue. It is anticipated that defects in the expression of p53 regulatory proteins are involved in a portion of those tumors expressing normal p53. Defects in the p53 biochemical pathway may thus be even more prevalent in human cancers than is now realized.